Zurich, March 2011

6% Performance in less than 3 months - ACT Currency Partners started
well into 2011.

The well-established ACT PAMFX, a short-term discretionary currency strategy
achieved year-to-date profits over 6% (net excess). Because of the successful track
record ACT PAMFX was able to raise USD 30mln new assets from well-known
institutional clients in 2010. The manager Jürgen Büscher believes that PAMFX is the
perfect strategy to perform in the unpredictable currency market with his short-term
opportunistic investment process.
With ACT Daily Dynamics, an additional currency-only strategy dealing with seed
money from a major Swiss Private Bank, ACT continues its philosophy to grow further
in products, talents and performance. The manager Daniel Geiser with his successful
track record at Julius Bär is targeting 10-12% returns with a risk of less than 6%.
Currently ACT focuses on FX currency execution optimisation mandates for family
offices and pension funds. With a volume of 50bn p.a. via prime brokers and the 13
largest execution banks, ACT provides reduced transaction costs for their clients
resulting in savings of 0.1-0.2%.
On January 1st, ACTs Board of Directors has been extended by a new member who was
appointed as chairman. The new chairman of the Advisory Board has gained a
substantial knowledge in the FX market over the past 30 years.
In the course of its expansion, ACT is looking out for a new Partner specialised in
Currency Relationship Management with access to Pension Funds, Family Offices and
high net worth individuals. With its successful track record dating back more than 20
years the company has been able to gain profound experience and well established
reputation in FX Options and institutional clients. Therefore ACT is the perfect platform
for solid growth.
ACT Currency Partner AG is a currency and global macro specialist located in Zurich,
Switzerland. Founded in 1992 the company looks back on a long and solid track record
with a profound customer base including major European institutional investors.
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